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What is SD-WAN and how does Maya fit into the market? 

SD-WAN: Software-Defined Wide Area Network (SD-WAN) is the application of Software-Defined 
Networking (SDN) ideas to wide-area connections, which include commodity Internet through DSL 
or cable, Ethernet-over-fiber, MPLS and leased lines. The premise of SD-WAN is that enterprise 
traffic can be automatically and dynamically shaped and then forwarded across the most 
appropriate path based on network conditions, the security and quality-of-service (QoS) 
requirements of the application, and the cost of the circuit. Control is centralized, so changes in 
policy or provisioning can be managed from a single interface and automatically distributed to the 
relevant network device(s). 
 
Maya Networks - Beyond SD-WAN: SD-WAN sounds great in theory, but in practice it has not 
delivered on the promise. Complex provisioning and maintenance, incompatibility with existing 
network elements and other issues have led to iffy cost savings and opaque quality improvements. 
Making matters worse, most SD-WAN vendors have tried to solve all possible network ills with a 
Swiss Army Knife approach. 
 
By taking certain elements from the SD-WAN toolbox and focusing on the specific application of 
interactive communications, Maya has created a system that moves Beyond SD-WAN and makes it 
possible to have reliable IP telephony calls and experience smooth videoconferencing over any 
network connection, all the time.  
 
Unlike other SD-WAN vendors, Maya is simple to install and dynamically adjusts to changing 
network conditions, all without the intervention of any IT staff - there is no policy to set or 
command line interfaces to program at. This makes our solution inherently more reliable — it is 
simply less prone to user error. Similarly, in the modern world you cannot assume a static network, 
capacity goes up and down over time, and load is a mixture of known/work traffic and 
unknown/consumer traffic simultaneously. Maya automatically adapts to network and load 
changes, providing continuous optimization with little or no administration. 
 

What is Internet Quality Service? 

Maya Networks’ product is called Internet Quality Service (IQS)TM and provides customers a high-
quality experience when running business critical applications over any enterprise connection. 
Traffic is streamlined both in to and out of any enterprise location, whether it’s the headquarters, a 
branch office, a single-site office, or even the home office of an employee.  IQS manages the end-to-
end connection of the application - that is the traffic between the source at the user’s location (the 
VoIP call, videoconference, etc), and the server where the application’s software is actually running, 
i.e. the cloud or the enterprise’s data center. 
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IQS provides a high-quality experience by: 

•  Eliminating network congestion, 

•  Reducing delays for all traffic types, 

•  Prioritizing interactive traffic: 

•  Voice first, 

•  Limiting jitter, 

•  Enabling reliability through a fully meshed network with active/active uplinks, and  

•  Encrypting traffic. 
 

What is your target market and customer? 

Maya is focused on enterprise customers, from small to large, who are facing the challenges 
providing network connectivity to remote offices, a distributed workforce, and an increasing 
percentage of cloud-based applications while simultaneously managing the increased costs and 
complexity of legacy private network services. By focusing on the most critical services (interactive 
business communications) and automating the provisioning and management of QoS across 
commodity broadband connections Maya alleviates both the service and maintenance costs and 
complexity associated with the transition from private networks to the public Internet. 
 
There are several use cases where Maya fits nicely: 

 Single site with hosted voice:    Maya can streamline one or many internet connections at a 
single site to produce quality voice and video connections to hosted services. 

 Multi-site with hosted voice:    Maya can help replace costly MPLS or point to point connectivity 
and allow the customer to utilize commodity internet connections.   Benefits include reduced 
cost and improved performance for all applications.    With a commodity internet connection, 
Maya solves the QoS problem with its Streamlining.  Maya can also create a meshed VPN to 
each of these locations, providing secure site-to-site connectivity. 

 Multi-site with on premises voice.   Maya can connect all sites in a virtual meshed VPN, often 
eliminating the need for an edge gateway or VPN concentrator.    All sites will be able to 
communicate over the Maya Enterprise Networking (Virtual meshed VPN). 

 
Why the emergence of the SD-WAN market recently? 

Customers are now recognizing that private networks (MPLS, point-to-point, etc) cannot keep up 
with the constant changes in business needs and the move to hosted services.  These networks are 
inflexible and cause friction in delivering solutions to the business.  They are costly to maintain 
($1000 for a single 5Mbs MPLS connection vs $80 for a 100mbs Internet connection) and require 
expensive staff to maintain.   The Customer's end users already experience high speed Internet 
Connectivity at their homes, and now are expecting the same at the office.        

 
How does a partner Order from Maya? 

  Please see Maya ordering information on the partner portal. 
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Does Maya offer professional services? 

Yes – The partner program is designed for Partner installation and provisioning.   In the case that a 
partner needs manufacturer support for implementation, Maya offers professional services for 
remote and on-site installation.   Please refer to the Partner pricing guide on the partner portal. 

 
Does Maya have a SOHO solution? 

The Maya 12 is available for smaller sites needing only a single WAN connection.  Please refer to the 
price list on the partner website https://portal.mayags.net. 

 
If carriers drop the price of MPLS - does the need for SDWAN go away? 

Aside from price, customers are moving away from MPLS due to the inflexibility of the technology.   
It is not keeping up with demands from changes in new technology, cloud computing, IoT, etc. By 
design, MPLS is restricted to providing private network service in a homogenous environment. This 
limitation prevents the legacy MPLS solution from addressing the needs of the new enterprise in 
terms of SaaS applications, remote workers, disparate network providers, and so on.  

 
Is this product Installed base or net-new or both? 

Both Installed base and new.   Without traffic streamlining, you will be taking a risk on your 
customer’s internet connection.  Customer’s quickly and selectively forget the partner’s warnings 
about QoS on commodity internet connections.   If you choose to Include Maya in your new quotes, 
the risk will go away and will help to reduce service calls chasing poor quality connections.    

 
Don’t see your question answered here?   Send to sales@mayags.net  
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TECHNICAL 
 
What are your best practice deployment Types?  

There are about 5 different best practice deployment types depending on the customer size and 
configuration. The two most common are: 
 

 Forward of Firewall: (Multiple Internet Connections) Maya can be installed in front of the 
firewall to direct traffic to multiple internet connections. The firewall will need to have some 
simple reconfiguration (WAN IP) in order to set this up. This is the preferred connection 
scenario. 
 

 Behind Firewall: (Single Internet Connection) Maya can sit behind a customer's firewall 
collecting and streamline all traffic both directions. 

 
For more, please see our "deployment types" document in the Technical Materials section of the 
partner website and review the “Administration Guide” document from the Partner Portal. 

   
Does all of the customer’s traffic traverse Maya’s VPN or only the UDP traffic? 

The latest Maya premise software supports two Internet Quality Service (IQS) modes, "Cloud and 
Premise" and "Premise". When IQS is set to Cloud and Premise all traffic goes through the tunnels. 
With IQS set to Premise, only traffic destined for a customer’s network that is part of a Maya 
Enterprise Network will be sent over the tunnel. For inbound traffic that needs to connect directly to 
the IP address provided but the ISP, port forwarding is available. If the Internet Quality Service 
selection isn't available to you on the configuration management page, please contact Maya 
Technical Assistance. 

  
Is there a failover process in case there is an issue between the client and Maya’s 
endpoint?  If so; what is the process?  How long does the endpoint have to be 
unreachable before the failover process takes place?  Which side tears the VPN down, 
client side or endpoint? 

If a Maya premise device loses connectivity with a Maya cloud instance traffic shaping will be 
degraded (only one end shaped), but network connectivity will continue. Once the connectivity is 
established (either automatically by system retries or manually by Maya operations intervention) 
fully bi-directional shaping will begin again. 

  
Some of our clients have VPN tunnels back to a COLO where their voice traffic is 
currently going, how does that work considering that your device creates a VPN tunnel 
as well? 

If the VPN supports NAT transversal the VPN connection will pass through the Maya Premise device 
and the Maya Cloud Instance without an issue.  The traffic within the VPN tunnel will be treated as 
normal traffic even if VoIP and Video is contained within the VPN tunnel.  
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How do we VPN to our firewall if your appliance is setup between the ISP’s equipment 
and our firewall? 

Port forward through the Maya Premise WAN interface to an IP address on the Maya LAN network. 
 

What is the max throughput at the cloud? 

Our early estimates at the cloud, is that we are bandwidth limited, not processor or memory.  That 
means we can load a cloud instance until peak bandwidth is nearing Ethernet capacity.  It is trivial to 
spin up another cloud instance as we near capacity.  We have a number of cloud instances around 
the country and frequently move users from one cloud instance to another during off 
hours.  Moving a site takes about 15 seconds.  We don’t see cloud capacity as an issue 

 
What Data Center providers does Maya use & why? 

Maya cloud services are hosted in multiple regional data centers. The number and location are 
adjusted according to customer needs for service continuity and performance.   

  
When will Maya have a virtual version of a Maya premise device? 

Maya can provide alternative premise solutions. Please contact us for further details on 
opportunities that might require a different solution than a Maya premise device. 

 
Does Maya create a meshed VPN? 

Maya creates a virtual meshed network through the cloud service, this is to ensure proper 
downstream network traffic is streamlined.   Without going through the cloud service, the traffic 
from site-to-site would not be streamlined. 

 
What encryption does Maya use? 

Our tunnels use IPsec or OpenVPN and AES256 encryption.  
  
How often do you have planned maintenance downtime? 

Rarely, as software upgrades require no downtime  
 

How long does a software upgrade take?   

Software upgrades take zero downtime. 
 

Does Maya offer a hosted firewall? 

Maya specializes in streamlining the internet, customer will need to use their own firewall 
technology.   We do what we do best, as do the firewall providers.   

 

How many ports does the Maya premise device have?  Are the ports LAN/WAN? 

A Maya premise device has from 2 to 4 universal ports that can be designated WAN or LAN.   It is 
best practice to utilize port 1 as the WAN interface, the pre-configured LAN port. The pre-configured 
LAN port can be used by a technician for local diagnostics accessed via a web browser.   At max 
capacity a Maya premise device can have 3 WAN ports.  One LAN port is required transmit traffic to 
the LAN.  
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If using multiple ISP connections, are they active/active? 

WAN ports on a Maya device can be configured to be active-active or active-failover and will use all 
available WAN ports for traffic if none of the WAN ports are set to failover.    There are some 
considerations when using a WAN port connected to a 4G service, so as not to oversubscribe the 
providers data plan.  Active-failover ports are “hot,” meaning they send test traffic in order to assure 
fast and successful failover. 

 
What happens if the Maya service is down? 

If the Maya local device cannot register to the cloud service, the customer will continue to access 
the Internet through all available WAN ports.   Connectivity to the Enterprise (VPN) will not be 
available.   

 
Does Maya require a UPS? 

While technically not required, it is highly recommended best practice to provide UPS power to an 
Maya device 

 
How to I reboot a Maya premise device? 

In the case where a Maya premise device may need to be reset, just momentarily touch the power 
button, it will initiate a gracefully shutdown.   DO NOT hold the button down, this will initiate a hard 
shutdown and has the potential to cause problems. 

 
Is the Maya device solid state? 

The Maya premise device is a solid-state device.   For a product specifications worksheet, please go 
to the Technical Material section of the partner website. 

 
Does Maya support Port Forwarding? 

Port forwarding from the WAN interface(s) and the LAN Interface(s) is a supported feature. 
 
Does Maya support VLANs? 

The Maya does not support VLAN on the LAN interfaces.  A LAN interface would need to be 
configured for each VLAN and attached to a switch providing access to the necessary VLAN. 
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Does Maya have a DHCP server? 

Yes - Maya can provide DHCP services.   The services include DHCP Range, domain name, and Type.   
Options Types: 

 Host Reservation,  
 Time Server (Option4),  
 DNS Server (Option 6),  
 Domain Name (Option 15),  
 NTP (Option 42),  
 TFTP (Option 66),  
 ShoreTel Custom (Option 156),  
 Avaya (Option 176),  
 Avaya (Option 242),  
 Mitel (Option 125),  
 Polycom (Option 160),  
 Zultys (Option 176), and 
 Custom (Technical Assistance required to create a Custom DHCP entry) .     
 

What routing protocols does Maya support? 

The Maya solution supports static routing, dynamic routing protocols are not currently supported. 
 
Does Maya require more than one ISP connection? 

 Maya provides beneficial results by Streamlining on just a single internet connection. 
 
What is best practice to connect WAN to 4G or 5G? 

 A 4G/5G unit with an Ethernet interface can be used with an Maya premise device.  The Maya 
premise device uses all of the WAN interfaces in an active-active or active-failover mode which 
means a 4G/5G or metered service WAN interface should be configured to support the failover 
mode. This is the configuration preferred by most customer.  You may incur higher than expected 
data charges if the 4G/5G or metered service WAN interface is active for an extended period of 
time. 

 
How do you handle metered services? 

A Using metered services is possible, the Maya premise device uses all of the WAN interfaces in an 
active-active mode or in an active-failover mode. This means the 4G/5G or metered service WAN 
interface should be configured to support the failover mode. You may incur higher than expected 
data charges if the 4G/5G or metered service WAN interface is active for an extended period of 
time. 

 
What is your Firewall support? 

The Maya premise device is expected to be placed between the ISP CPE and the company firewall.  
The firewall WAN or untrusted interface will need to support the use of RFC1918 address space 
and/or allow disabling NAT services.  The Maya premise device will NAT the traffic. 
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Do you need to be at the providers Data Centers? 

The primary optimization for the Maya streamlining occurs at the customer's WAN link so the 
benefits of the service are completely independent of the location of the provider’s data centers.  

 
How do the Alert Notifications and reporting work? 

Currently our operations group receive notifications and notifies the partner as prescribed in the 
Operation Notification Form. 

 
Do you work with DSL? 

Maya streamlining is independent of the link technology used for the customer's WAN connection. 
This allows the service to utilize multiple connections of disparate technologies.  

 

Do you connect MPLS? 

The Maya premise device WAN interface can be attached to a MPLS circuit.  The MPLS circuit will need 
to allow Internet access to allow the Maya premise device to contact the Maya Cloud Instance and 
portal. Even though the MPLS circuit is usable it may not be the most cost-effective use of the Maya 
Solution. 
 
Do you prioritize any TCP specific traffic? 

The primary function of the Maya service is to guarantee the service quality of interactive (voice) 
traffic. To accomplish this the system manages the network connection by prioritizing the 
interactive traffic above all data traffic and by managing overall congestion and utilization with a 
proprietary continuous optimization. This optimization utilizes a patent pending dynamic bandwidth 
measurement to control all network traffic flows such that the connection is correctly provisioned 
for the actual capacity being provided by the service provider at that instant in time. This uniquely 
allows the Maya service to provide a significant overall increase in network quality for all traffic 
without the complexity of attempting to guess complicated policy or predict actual network capacity 
on a service that, by definition, is not providing a fixed capacity. 

 
Is the Control Center Portal available for “Partner” provisioning? 

Yes, the control center portal is specifically designed to be maintained by the partner.   Partners can 
provision and manage all of their customers from within the portal.   http://portal.mayags.net/ 

 

Will an IPsec VPN work through an Maya Premise device if it is between my ISP interface 
and my firewall? 

If the VPN supports NAT transversal the VPN connection will pass through the Maya premise device 
and the Maya Cloud Instance without an issue.  The traffic within the VPN tunnel will be treated as 
normal traffic even if VoIP and Video is contained within the VPN tunnel. 
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Can I use a public Domain Name Server on my WAN interface? 

Yes, and there are multiple public DNS servers below are a few that we use.  Also, we implemented 
a DNS failsafe and use the Google public DNS servers as our failsafe DNS server. Please use a public 
DNS server other than the Google public DNS server. 
 
Cloudflare Public DNS IP Addresses: 
1.1.1.1 
1.0.0.1 

 

DNS Advantage Public DNS IP Addresses: 
156.154.70.1 
156.154.71.1 

 

Comodo Secure DNS Public DNS IP Addresses: 
8.26.56.26 
8.20.247.20 
 

DNS.WATCH Public DNS IP Addresses: 
84.200.69.80 
84.200.70.40 

 

 
 
SUPPORT AND INSTALLATION 
 
Who does the installation and project management for the partner’s customer? 

Maya’s portal is designed specifically for the partner to provision and install for their customers.   
The Maya Solution Engineering team is here to support the partner via tac@mayags.net 

  
How do I schedule implementation with ProServices? 

Send email with deployment questionnaire from the partner portal to tac@mayags.net and your 
sales person, your Sales Person and Solution Engineer work with you to schedule the deployment 
assistance as needed. 

How can a portal password be reset?  http://portal.mayags.net/  

You will need to login to the Maya portal, click on your name in the upper right, then select “change 
password” on the submenu.  If you can't login or don’t know your password, you will need to 
contact your Solution Engineer for assistance. 


